LISTENER REVIEWS

★★★★★
"enlightening and thought-provoking"

"Anyone who teaches in public school or has kids in public school ... should listen."

"stories that need to be heard"
TEENS TAKE CHARGE

February 3
"These New York City Teens Are Fighting for Equality in Education"
A documentary feature on TTC in Seventeen

March 4
"Best mayoral forum" - NYT
A youth-led mayoral forum viewed by more than 10K people, with millions of Twitter impressions and coverage in The New York Times

February 13
Activists X Academics
A national virtual summit with 18 youth organizing groups, 20 adult experts and 800 attendees

May - August
Summer of Resistance
A series of actions and mutual aid drives, including an Anti-Racist, Anti-SHSAT rally at Stuyvesant High on May 12

75 student organizers
72K website page views
16.2K total social followers
my favorite part was when gen z made nyc mayoral candidates dance before interrogating them over whether they support racist education policies. •• •
@TeensTakeCharge #ListenToTheYouth @AndrewYang @mayawiley #StuVoice

i genuinely think one of the best things i ever did was join @TeensTakeCharge when i was a junior in high school. i wouldn't be who i am today, or care about education the way i do, without this incredible group of people. i'm a sophomore in college now and i'm still so grateful.

Sharing a beautiful episode by @MiseducationPod on mental health in NYC public schools. The team did a beautiful job

Last year we invited NYC high school students to submit written pieces responding to the prompt: "Describe your world – past, present or future."

We're excited to share these 8 winners selected by a panel of youth judges. 👫 #writeyourworld 🌟

Binge-listened to @MiseducationPod Season 4 last night. It was AMAZING. Highly recommend!